
OBSERVE, REPORT, AND RECORD
INSIGHTS FOR THE SUPPORT STAFF

Revision  June 10 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This training is an enhancement of basic training received in Level One Medication Aide instruction. The objectives for this training is to enable the direct care and support staff to be more confident in performing the skills needed to protect the health and safety of the consumers.  By being PRO-active rather than RE-active, we can actually save a life!



OBSERVE-TO GUARD, WATCH, OR TAKE NOTE OF

 In your role as direct care staff, you have a 
responsibility to observe what is happening 
with the consumers under your care.

 As you observe, you are responsible for 
reporting to your supervisors those areas that 
you note are out of the ordinary or otherwise 
unusual for the consumer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
List what you as direct care or support staff see as your major responsibility on a typical day.Might hear: bathing, dressing, assisting with hygiene, giving medications, transporting to day programs, work, or appointments; preparing meals…It is vital to realize that as the staff sees the consumer daily, they are the ones who are the eyes and ears for what is going on with the consumer. Staff need always to stay aware of what the consumer is doing, saying, how they are acting, etc. Any significant change needs to be identified and action taken.



REVIEW OF BODY SYSTEMS

Musculoskeletal
Nervous
Sensory
Cardiovascular
Respiratory
Digestive

Urinary
Reproductive
Endocrine
 Integumentary
 Lymphatic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a look at the systems that the Level One Medication Aide curriculum covered in a short period of time.  As we review these systems, we will identify what we may observe and then report.Complete the worksheet on page 3, “Review of Body Systems”.



OBSERVE/REPORT

MUSCULOSKELETAL 
SYSTEM WHAT TO REPORT

 Fractures
 Arthritis
 Contractures
 Sprains/Strains

 Muscle weakness
 Joints with swelling
 Loss of balance
 Increase in falls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Muscles and bones- what might be changes you see in the consumer that would be a cause of concern?Some medical conditions a consumer might have with Musculoskeletal system could be; fractures, broken bones, arthritis, sprains, stiff joints, etc.Report any changes in balance, increased incidents of falls, swelling in the joints, and change in muscle strength.



OBSERVE/REPORT
NERVOUS SYSTEM

Strokes
Spinal Cord Injuries
Multiple Sclerosis
Seizure Disorder
Parkinson’s Disease
Organic Brain Syndrome

WHAT TO REPORT
 Severe headaches
 Sleep disturbances
 Loss of thinking 

ability
 Increased 

forgetfulness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nervous System-Brain and spinal cord – what might you observe as being a change with this system of receptors and transmittersSome medical conditions you might see with the nervous system are: spinal cord injuries, strokes (because of a vascular injury to the brain), Parkinson’s, seizure disorder, Alzheimers, multiple sclerosis, etc. Observations should you report related to the Nervous System- any increase or change in memory, seizure activity, sleep patterns, thought process.



OBSERVE/REPORT

SENSORY WHAT TO REPORT

 Cataracts, glaucoma
 Hearing loss
 Taste of food changes

 Pain in the eye 
 Drainage from 

eyes, ears, or nose
 Hearing loss
 Difficulty with 

speech

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Senses-can you name the five senses: sight, hearing, touch, taste, smellWhat might be some changes you observe related to this system?Some health related problems could be cataracts, glaucoma, hearing loss, food not as tasteful, etc.Report any changes with eyes, ears, nose, speech.



OBSERVE/REPORT
RESPIRATORY  

SYSTEM
 Emphysema
 Cancer
 Tuberculosis
 Pneumonia
 Asthma
 Allergies

WHAT TO REPORT
 Shortness of breath
 Respirations under 12 or 

over 22
 Persistent cough or 

coughing up blood
 Shallow breathing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Respiratory systems/respirations come from what action? Yes, breathingWhat might you observe with changes in the Respiratory System?Some medical problems the consumer may experience are: pneumonia, emphysema, asthma, allergies, strep throat, etc.You would report any changes with a cough or if something is different with the breathing



OBSERVE/REPORT

CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM WHAT TO REPORT

Coronary Artery Disease
Congestive Heart 

Failure
Hypertension
Irregular heart beat
Heart murmur
Blood clots

 Chest pain or 
pressure

 Shortness of breath
 Swelling around 

ankles, hands, and 
feet

 Lips, fingernail beds, 
or feet turning blue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cardio (heart) vascular (blood vessels) this system-What might you observe as changes in the consumer related to this system?Health related problems might include coronary artery disease, myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, high blood pressure. irregular heart rate, etc.You would report when a consumer complains about chest pain or pressure in his chest region, if you witness shortness of breath that does not ease, if there is sudden or persistent swelling in ankles, feet, and hands.



OBSERVE/REPORT
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
 Constipation
 Diarrhea/Vomiting
 Ulcers
 Gastritis
 GERD/Reflux
 Coughing with food 

intake/Aspiration
 Hemorrhoids

WHAT TO REPORT
 Constipation or diarrhea, 

that persists
 Unusually bad breath
 Bleeding from mouth or 

rectum
 Distended/swollen 

abdomen
 Difficulty in swallowing
 Abdominal discomfort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digestive System-digest is the process of changing food from solid form into mass with moisture, so what are changes you might observe with problems experienced in the digestive system?Some medical issues that could be seen related to the digestive system are: constipation, diarrhea, vomiting, ulcers, gastritis, hemorrhoids, etc. BE AWARE of choking/aspirations risks-have choking protocols in place if needed.Report any unusual episodes of diarrhea or constipation; change in breath smell, blood with bowel movements, swollen abdomen…



OBSERVE/REPORT

URINARY SYSTEM WHAT TO REPORT
 Urinary Tract 

Infections
 Enlargement of 

prostate
 Sexually Transmitted 

Diseases (STD’s)
 Incontinence

 Inability to pass 
urine

 Painful or burning 
urination

 Discolored or foul 
smelling urine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Urinary system relates to urination-what possible changes might you observe with a consumer experiencing difficulty with this system?Some medical problems a consumer might experience with this system are:  urinary tract infections, inability to urinate, bed wetting, enlarged prostate, etcReport if the consumer makes frequent trips to urinate or if they complain of not being able to urinate when the sensation to urinate is present, any discomfort with urinating needs to be reported aswellas the strange smell of urine.Report if the consumer makes frequent trips to urinate or if they complain of not being able to urinate when the sensation to urinate is present, any discomfort with urinating needs to be reported aswellas the strange smell of urine.Report if the consumer makes frequent trips to urinate or if they complain of not being able to urinate when the sensation to urinate is present, any discomfort with urinating needs to be reported aswellas the strange smell of urine.



OBSERVE/REPORT
REPRODUCTIVE 

SYSTEM
 Prostate Cancer
 STD’s
 Uterine/Ovarian Cancer
 Painful menstruation
 Vaginal Infections
 Pregnancy

WHAT TO REPORT
 Vaginal itching
 Unusual or heavy 

bleeding
 Foul odors or 

discharges 
 Skin breakdown on 

scrotum or penis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reproductive system is that system which contains the organs for reproducing. What might you observe in a consumer with difficulties with the reproductive system? Some medical issues might be prostate cancer, STD’s, uterine cancer, ovarian cancer, painful menstruation, vaginal infections, etc.You would report if you see the consumer scratching in the pubic area, or if she complains of itching in that area.  If the consumer has heavy bleeding from vagina or if it is different from her usual menstrual cycle.  You would report if you notice odors in the pubic area. If you notice any sort of skin breakdown or drainage from penis, you would report.



OBSERVE/REPORT

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM WHAT TO REPORT

 Diabetes
 Hyperthyroidism
 Hypothyroid
 Growth Disorders

 Gain or loss of 5# 
over past month

 Excessive hunger, 
thirst, and urination

 Fatigue 
 Tingling in hands 
 Sensitivity to the cold

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Endocrine System is made up of glands: the hypothalamus, pituitary, thyroid, parathyroid, adrenals, pineal body, and the reproductive glands, which include the ovaries and testes. The pancreas is also part of this hormone-secreting system, even though it is also associated with the digestive system because it also produces and secretes digestive enzymes. The Endocrine system pertains to glands that secrete directly into the blood stream, when there is any malfunction or disruption to the system, we see such disorders such as Diabetes and Thyroid problems.Report such symptoms as insatiable thirst, excessive hunger, increased urination, tingling in hands, sensitivity to the cold, and fatigue. 



OBSERVE/REPORT
LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

WHAT TO REPORT

 Pain in lymph 
node area

 Enlarged nodes
 Extreme fatigue 
 Extreme 

weakness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lymphatic system contain white blood cells. Thus they are important in the proper functioning of the immune system. A lymph node may be found alone or in a group through out your body. The main groups can be felt in the neck, under the arms, and in the groin .  What might be something you would observe out of the ordinary in the consumer with a lymphatic system problem?What would you report? Pain in lymph area, swelling in the area, or nodules in the area.  If the consumer complains of pain or experiences extreme weakness and fatigue, you would report these.Health related problems are infections and of course lymphatic cancer.



OBSERVE/REPORT

INTEGUMENTARY 
SYSTEM WHAT TO REPORT

 Dry or oily skin
 Shingles
 Herpes
 Poison Ivy
 Lice
 Brittle finger nails
 Skin tears/ulcers
 Boils, cuts, bruises
 Hair thinning

 Any change in skin color
 Itching
 Tears or bruises on the 

skin
 Loss of hair
 Change in the finger and 

toe nails
 Boils that have pus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integumentary system is your skin, nails, and hair.  What might be something you would observe with a consumer experiencing problems with the integumentary system?Some medical or health related problems might be Decubitus ulcers, skin cancer, boils, cuts, bruises, acne, rashes, herpes zoster (shingles), etc.Report any changes you see with the skin-a discoloration or bruising; a change in nail of the toes or fingers; a break or ulceration of the skin.



REVIEW OF BODY SYSTEMS

Musculoskeletal
Nervous
Sensory
Cardiovascular
Respiratory
Digestive

Urinary
Reproductive
Endocrine
 Integumentary
 Lymphatic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a look at the systems and review by completing “Review of the Systems” work sheets on pages 4 and 5 .



FACTORS IN REPORTING 
 As a direct care or support staff, you have the 

responsibility to report the changes or concerns 
that you observe.

 Reporting can be verbal and it can be in 
writing, this we will refer to as ‘documentation.’

 Each agency will have protocols to follow for 
reporting.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To Report is to tell about something, to related or give an account about it. Most important issues about reporting:KNOW WHAT TO REPORT-any change in the usual/something new or different in health or behaviorsKNOW WHOM TO REPORT…..supervisor…physician….RN…etc.KNOW WHEN TO REPORT…immediately or after you followed the directions in the support plan.The personal plan should assist you in caring for the medical and emotional needs of the consumer. The plan will guide you in what areas of support the individual consumer needs and how you as direct care staff need to support them.HOW TO REPORT: verbally- telephone, meeting, or in person to your supervisor or the PCP.Reporting can also be done by recording it  or document the event by writing it down.A verbal report may be done if there is a critical or unusual change, whereas something like a headache or pain in a stubbed toe could be reported by documentation.  ALWAYS document what you report and if there was a complaint from the consumer, you would document what you did about it/what action did you take.Complete the worksheet, “Reporting”, page 6 (work book) top of pageIt is also critical for WHEN to report. If there is a crisis or an occurance that is seldom seen, you would want to report that immediately.“Reporting Exercises-bottom of page 6 - answer with an “I” which ones you would report immediately.



OBSERVE AND REPORT THE 
INFORMATION

Subjective information vs. Objective information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are other ways to observe and report. This section will take a closer look at how you as staff observe and respond to the consumers, their symptoms, their behaviors, their complaints, etc.



INFORMATION-OBJECTIVE OR SUBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE INFORMATION SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION

 Objective information is 
factual. 

 It is what you observe: what 
you see, hear, touch, smell.

 It is measureable

 Subjective information is 
related to a person’s 
experiences

 It is related to ones 
knowledge about something 
or someone.

 It is information given to you 
by someone else.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observation is information. Information is collected and shared objectively and subjectively. This point is important because it will help you as a direct care or support staff to report more efficiently.Complete worksheet “Information Sharing”, page 7



WHAT DO YOU OBSERVE

THIS IS JACOB THIS IS KATELYN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you observe or see when looking at these pictures? This is what was reported to you:Jacob has just complained of a headache and asks for a prn medication.Katelyn woke up with a runny nose and watery eyes. Her temperature is 101 and she complains of being achy all over. She has no medications for this.Please complete “Worksheet”, page 8 



RECORDING OR WRITING LOGS, CASE NOTES, DAILY NOTES, CHARTING, LOGGING.

The Webster’s 
Dictionary says…
Providing factual 
support for 
statements made

Taber’s Medical 
Dictionary says…
Recording pertinent 
information 
concerning  a patient.

DOCUMENTATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As direct care or support staff, what you put in writing is a legal recording. There are requirements for documentation through the State Code of Regulation, Medicaid Waiver, and from certifying bodies, such as Certification/Licensure or CARF (Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities, Inc.) It is the responsibility of each agency to provide training so that the employee can follow the requirements set forth.CARF:  Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities, Inc. Phone: 520-325-1044, ext 252 CARF website: http://www.carf.orgMissouri Department of Mental Health Licensing and CertificationPhone: 574-751-4024  Jane Perry, Director



CODE OF STATE REGULATION
MEDICAID WAIVER

 CODE OF STATE 
REGULATIONS, 13 CSR 
70-3.030, SECTION  (A)

 ADEQUATE 
DOCUMENTATION

 MEDICAID WAIVER 
REQUIREMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Code of State Regulations 13CSR 70-3.030, section (A) was updated effective 2/20/2010 to define ‘adequate documentation’ more specifically: Adequate documentation means documentation from which services rendered and the amount of reimbursement received by a provider can be readily discerned and verified with reasonable certainty.”Adequate medical records, according to this CSR,  are records which are of the type and in a form from which symptoms, conditions, diagnosis, treatments, prognosis, and the identity of the patient to which these things relate can be readily discerned and verified with reasonable certainty. All documentation must be made available at the same site at which the service was rendered. This things must be readily recognized and verified with reasonable certainty. For DDD providers, reference to medical records is equated to individual records that include plan of care, progress notes, medical information, dates of service, units of service provided, types of service provided and the person providing the service.A provider’s failure to furnish, reveal and retain adequate documentation for services billed to Medicaid can result in the recovery of the payments for those services not adequately documented and can result in sanctions to the provider’s participation in the Missouri Medicaid program. This policy continues to be applicable in the event the provider discontinues as an active participating Medicaid enrolled provider as the result of a change of ownership or any other circumstance.  These requirements are found in the Medicaid Waiver Manual. Providers are required to include:Census records, daily activity records, records of which staff provided each  unit of service, documentation of staff qualifications, progress notes by direct care staff, monthly statements describing progress on Personal Plan goals and objectives, and a written annual assessment addressing progress and recommendations for service in conjunction with Personal Plan review.



RECORDING IN THE CONSUMER RECORD

DOCUMENTATION IN THE RECORD:

 PROVIDES CONTINUITY OF CARE
 Treatment planning
 Personal plan effectiveness

 ACCOUNTABILITY
 States the services that are provided
 States how the individual is being supported

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that the documentation goes in the Consumer Record. (also known as the Medical Record). It is important to realize the importance of the Consumer’s medical record and your role in assuring it fits the definition of “adequate” as described in slide 21.Now complete Exercise, “Documentation Issues”, page 9 (following slides 20-22)



THE MEDICAL RECORD IS A LEGAL 
DOCUMENT   

What is written today may become a matter of 
court record tomorrow, next month or years 
down the road.  

Your documentation needs CLEAR and PRECISE TERMS
what actually happened, using language that is: 

Factual                  Accurate

Subjective                  Objective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you write, state the facts. Be sure that what you are writing is accurate. (STODDARD) –Any legal document can be subpoenaed by the court; used as evidence for criminal or civil prosecution or defense; and can be used as the basis for a court decision.If the consumer is complaining of “ringing in his ears”, then state it as such, Travis complained of ringing in his ears. When you write subjective data such as a complaint, ALWAYS write what you did about it. How did you support the individual with this complaint. When you write what you observe, be objective, do not impose your feelings in your writing/documenting. Lorena was lying on the floor beside the bed.  Not, “I think Lorena had another seizure because she was lying on the floor.”Now complete “Documentation Exercises”, page 10



THINK TANK
“Zach threw a fit today. He made a fool of 
himself in front of everyone at Pizza Hut.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By reading these statements, (1) What do you know about Zach’s outing to Pizza Hut?(2)What do these statements tell you about Zach?(3)What does it tell you about the writer? (4) What does it mean “Zach threw a fit”?(5) What does it mean “He made a food of himself”?*Complete Think Tank Exercise for slide 24*FACTUAL AND PERTINENT:How can the statement be meaningful in his medical record? Make up what you think might have happened at Pizza Hut today and write a documentation statement in the space provided on the same worksheet.



KEY WORDS:
“FACTUAL AND PERTINENT”

EXERCISE 1 EXERCISE 2

 This is Timothy  This is Amelia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Write a factual and pertinent statement about what you see. Refer to exercise sheet, page 11, and respond in the Slide 25 section



ACCURATE STATEMENTS

ACCURATE NOTE OPINIONATED NOTE

 I entered the room and 
found Sam lying on the 
floor.  He was jerking his 
arms and legs. This lasted 
about 20 seconds. I 
noticed redness on his 
forehead.

 I entered the room and 
found Sam having 
seizures. He must have 
bumped his head when he 
fell because there was a 
mark on the side of his 
head.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the difference in these two statements?  State observed symptoms on the Exercise worksheet page 11, for Slide 26



POINTS TO REMEMBER

 Keep your attitude in check. Stop and think for a 
moment before you write about a situation, 
especially if you are upset by it.  

 Think about what is pertinent and factual.
 Check that you have the correct chart before you 

begin writing.
 Each encounter with the client must contain the 

date of contact and be signed by the staff.
 Think who, what, where, when, why,  and how.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your knowledge and skills have brought you to this job. Your documentation should reflect what is happening in the lives of the persons you are supporting: their needs, their goals and achievements. You should not, for example use language that suggests a negative attitude towards your consumer, such as stubborn, weird, crazy, loony or nasty.



DOCUMENTATION
BASIC PRINCIPLES

 Every page needs to include the 
consumer’s name.

 Use black ink-no pencils

 Recording should be clear, concise and 
legible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Black ink is the standard color for charting (documenting). This is related to what can be copied. You are responsible to follow your agency policy for charting and documentation.YOU are responsible for what you write, if it is not legible, you will be called to the table to state what is written.



DOCUMENTATION
BASIC PRINCIPLES

 Only recognized abbreviations should be 
used in the recording.

 Use correct grammar and spelling.

 Date, time, and sign each entry.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Try to avoid the use of abbreviations, this will help your documentation to be clear and understandable.Notes filed with misspelled words and incorrect grammar are as bad as those done in illegible handwriting.  Information may be misunderstood if such notes end up in a court room. Only you are liable for what you document.



DOCUMENTATION
BASIC PRINCIPLES

 Document  and draw a line to the end of 
the paper, then sign your name.

 If you make an error-line it and initial it!

 White-out is illegal - do not use it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are finished charting and if there is space left on the line, draw a line to the end of page and sign your full name and title at the end.  This protects your documentation by not allowing anyone write something ahead of your signature.  We are each accountable to what we document.If you make an error, simply draw one line through the error, write the word “error” and initial it. White out is considered tampering with the chart, which is a legal document.



THE DON’TS OF CHARTING  

 Don’t chart a symptom without stating what you did about 
it.

 Don’t alter a medical record-this is a criminal offense.
 Don’t chart ahead of time-charting care you have not 

done is fraud.
 Don’t chart what someone else said unless you quote the  

information given with the source.
 Don’t name a second consumer…doing so violates that 

consumer’s confidentiality.   If you have to refer to a 
second consumer, do so by using terms like  “room mate” 
or “housemate”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first four bullet points come from “Nursing Legal Issues from ”Medi-Smart Nursing Education Resources.Complete the “Review Exercises”, page 12 



BIBLIOGRAPHY
 A SURVIVAL GUIDE TO DOCUMENTATION 

INVESTIGATIONS TRAINING-Victor Stoddard
 CODE OF STATE REGULATIONS
 DDD MEDICAID WAIVER MANUAL
 MO HealthNet Division
 DOCUMENTATION  ISSUES  - Lorman Education Services 

 LEVEL ONE MEDICATION AIDE GUIDE-INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL
LAB-UMC

 MEDI-SMART NURSING EDUCATION RESOURCES
 TABER’S CYCLOPEDIC MEDICAL DICTIONARY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is a culmination of resources and reading put into one training document for the purpose of enhancement of the skills of the direct care and support staff for the DDD community placed consumers.



QUESTIONS?
This training was prepared to help Direct Care Staff  
become more confident with the responsibilities in 

safeguarding the health and safety of the consumers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please keep your printed note books as a resource for future incidents.Complete the final test “Observe, Report, and Record” and submit for a certificate of completion.
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